ACCESSORIES
Easy and practical accessories makes handling quick and easy.
MARBOOM does NOT require any costly accessories or machinery.
Simplicity makes better performance.
Only standard air pumps are needed, free standing, handheld or backpack
blowers are needed to inflate MARBOOM. Other accessories: shackles, towand mooring lines, anchors, bolt cutters, air mangle (for multi use of the
boom) etc. are also available. MARBOOM does NOT require any costly
accessories or machinery.
#6.02 - Air Pumps, Blowers:
The highest quality, high performance blowers available, with
service places in most countries if needed. (See Air Pumps).

#6.03 - Anchors:
The best all round anchor. Highest quality. (See Anchors).

#6.06 - Slide protection:
Protecting the boom when deploying over rough areas.
Width: ~44" & 88" (110 & 220 cm). Standard lengths: 16' &
32' (5 & 10meter)
#6.20 - Scissors:
To cut the PE-film, when shortening the boom. You probably
already have this.

#6.21 - Bolt Cutter:
For cutting the chain, when shortening the boom. Sold per
unit.

#6.30 - Reel (Spool):
Ideal for retrieving the boom after use. Comes in various
sizes. Made of HDPE (100% recyclable). (Ask for more
information).
#6.40 - Lines:
Pull out and mooring lines 8mm. We can supply you with this
but most likely you already have plenty of line.

#6.51 - Shackle:
To be used when mooring and connecting booms
together. Should always be attached in a link of the chain.
Bags of 10.
#6.55 - Carabiner Hook:
Used as the shackle. Ideal for lighter forces. Bags of 10.

#6.60 - Nails:
To be used for blocking the air flow at the opposite end from
inflation side. Each boom comes with a bag of 10 nails

#6.70 - Snapper Clips:
Clips are used to secure the chain inside the chain pocket
onto the MARBOOM plastic material when replaced. Easy
"Do-It-Yourself". Needed amount of clips are delivered with
new boom material. delivered in bags of 50 or more.
#6.80 - Reflex:
#6.81 - Marker Flags:

Contact us: info@marboom.com

